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T

hey came to a new land, but they brought much of the old land
   with them.
   They wanted to become 100% American, but they wanted
to preserve their Norse heritage.
They loved their new homeland, but still felt a longing for Norway.
And they wanted their children to be fully American without forgetting where they came from.
As they boarded the ship, they bade tearful farewells to loved
ones whom in all probability they would never see again this side of
heaven. They choked up with nostalgia as they watched the mountains of Norway recede into the eastern horizon. And they thrilled
with anticipation as they approached the eastern seaboard harbors,
traversed the Erie Canal, and traveled by covered wagon across the
vast plains. Truly this was a land of unparalleled opportunity, but also
a land of danger.
Their fears were not merely financial, physical, or even cultural.
Besides being Norwegians, most of them were devout Lutheran
Christians as well. Culture may be relative and negotiable; doctrine
and worship are not. The faith must be preserved at all costs, and for
these settlers the Lutheran faith was so enmeshed with Norse language
and culture that, at least in their minds, it was virtually impossible to
separate them.
Community interaction with Methodists, Presbyterians, and Catholics
was one thing. Despite the differences in doctrine and liturgy, they at
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least shared a common Christian faith and morality. But secularism
was another matter entirely. These Norse pioneers agonized over
sending their children to the new and growing public school system
which at first seemed to harbor traditional Protestant Americanvalues
while being neutral about theology, but which seemed increasingly
secular with succeeding generations. And the colleges and universities,
which at times seemed increasingly hostile toward Christianity, posed
an even greater dilemma: If these Norse immigrants’ children were
to become thoroughly successful Americans, but at the cost of their
souls, would it be worth it? Is it possible to be both a red-blooded
American and a true Norwegian Lutheran?
My good friend Dr. Duane Lindberg vividly portrays the Norse
immigrants’ dilemma in The Kingdom of The Rings. Combining the
best of Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings, Rolvaag’s Giants in the Earth, and
Moberg’s The Emigrants, Lindberg’s saga spans nearly a millennium
beginning with the last of the Crusades, on through the nineteenthcentury Norse immigrants to America, their cultural acclimatization
to America, and their struggle to maintain their faith in an increasingly hostile climate of the twentieth century. A connecting thread
throughout the saga is the set of three interlocking golden Rings, part
of the treasure given to the Christ child by the Magi, revealed during
the Crusades, separated in Cyprus, carried via the “Pilgrims’ Way” to
Trondheim, Norway, preserved at the Ringsaker and Hamar Churches,
hidden for centuries, in different ways brought to America, always
with the hope that finally they would be brought together. What do
the Rings symbolize? What is the nature of their power? How do they
become the possessions of Norse immigrants? How will those immigrants’ lives be intertwined? And how will they and their Rings come
together?
Through all of this, Lindberg weaves together a story of immigrants
settling in Texas, Georgia, Iowa, and Minnesota. Although torn apart
by the War Between the States, the love of Jesus Christ and a romantic
love draw Reidunn Haraldson and Lars Hanson together. But first,
they endure many hardships: Reidunn’s siblings at an orphanage
disciplined harshly for praying I Jesu navn instead of “American”
prayers in the tradition of Walt Whitman’s “Democratic Man,”
Reidunn’s rigorous training at a music school in Chicago, Lars sent
to Turkey as a journalist and held captive, the hard work and hard
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blizzards of homesteading in the Midwest, the founding of a small
school that eventually becomes St. Olaf College, seminary training,
founding new congregations on the Dakota plains, all amid the endless
prairie wind that Midwesterners profess to hate but secretly love.
The Kingdom of The Rings speaks to me, because its story is the story
of my family. My great-grandfather, Amund Eidsmoe, left Norway in
1852 and settled in Wisconsin. One of his sons, Chris Eidsmoe (my
grandfather), homesteaded in South Dakota. One of his sons, Russell
Eidsmoe (my father), taught in various schools and colleges in South
Dakota and Iowa.
With my very limited Norwegian, I enjoy the letters Amund wrote
from Wisconsin to Chris in South Dakota. Like Amund, Chris pursued various endeavors including construction, but throughout his life
farming was his mainstay. He raised his children to be loyal, patriotic
Americans. Dad spoke very little Norwegian, but he was always proud
of his Norwegian heritage, and as a child in Sioux City I remember
trips to South Dakota for church smorgasbords.
First and second generation immigrants from Norway were primarily concerned with making a living for their families and making sure
their children were thoroughly Americanized so they could “make it”
in this new kingdom. But once they had “made it,” many of the third
generation began to realize the richness of the Norwegian heritage
they had left behind. As he gave so much of his life to public education, Dad believed he was serving the kingdom, but in his later years
he became increasingly concerned that the public schools no longer
taught the Christian values he believed in.
Of all the characters in The Kingdom of The Rings, I most identify
with Arne Filkesager, the St. Olaf College professor who worried that
the American “melting pot” was destroying the identity of Norse
and other immigrants. I was a St. Olaf student, graduating in 1967.
I loved St. Olaf, and I still love St. Olaf. But I saw then, and have
seen even more since I graduated, that the struggle for Norwegian
Lutherans was not only competing with other religions, denominations, and belief-systems, but also with the secular transformation of
Lutheranism itself. I love my Church, I love America, and I love my
Norse heritage. Putting them all together, and holding them together,
is a lifelong challenge.
But The Kingdom of The Rings is not just for and about Norwegians,
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Lutherans, and immigrants to America. All of us are the descendents
of immigrants - even Native Americans, although their American
ancestors go back thousands of years. Lindberg’s book speaks to all
who come to a new land and want to fit in to their new culture without abandoning their heritage, who try to distinguish between culture
which is relative and faith which is not negotiable. And as we work to
establish the kingdom in a strange land, may we remember that it is
only a foretaste of the Kingdom which is to come.
And may we say with Reidunn, “Soon! The Kingdom is coming . . .
soon!”
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